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CORPORATE PROFILE
H3C
is an industry leader in the provision of Digital Solutions, and is committed to becoming the most trusted partner of its customers in their quest for business innovation and digital transformation. We offer a full portfolio of Digital Infrastructure products, spanning across compute, storage, networking, 5G, security and related domains, and provide a comprehensive one-stop digital platform that includes cloud computing, big data, artificial intelligence (AI), industrial internet, information security, intelligent connectivity, new safety, and edge computing, as well as end-to-end technical services. We are also the exclusive provider of HPE® servers, storage and associated technical services in China.

We have firmly oriented ourselves towards the needs of our customers, supported by a deep foundation with more than 30 years of operation. We provide scenario-based and customized solutions to our customers, enabling digital transformation in various industries that include, but not limited to carrier, government, finance, healthcare, education, transportation, manufacturing, utilities, energy, and Internet etc., products are widely used in nearly 100 countries and regions.

In 2019, we officially launched “Digital Brain Project”. Based on the Smart Digital Platform composed of Digital Infrastructure, Business Empowerment Platform, Active Security, and Unified Operation & Maintenance Services, we join hands with our ecosystem partners to co-innovate in smart applications, and help our customers from various industries to build digital brains in their respective domains. In 2020, we launched “Digital Brain Project 2020” under the guidance of Intelligence Strategy. Through upgrading from the original Business Empowerment Platform to the Cloud and Intelligence Platform, we build a new core engine for digital brains, which can further strengthen the intelligence and business support capabilities, accelerating the digital transformation of various industries.

We take technical innovation as the engine for growth. Currently, more than 50% of our employees are R&D personnel. We have filed over 11,000 patents, of which more than 90% are invention patents. Through advanced technical capabilities and intelligent means, we will continue to fully implement “intelligence +”, and further promote the application of intelligence in various industries.

“Shaping the Digital Future for a Better Life” is the corporate vision of H3C. We are aiming to drive the development of the digital economy, and together with customers and partners, to create a better life for all to enjoy.
With the maturity and popularity of technologies such as AI, Big Data, Cloud, 5G, and IoT etc., digital technologies have been involved in every industry.

They have also accelerated the integration of all industries, offering unprecedented opportunity for all.

In the new era of digital economy, digital transformation cannot be accomplished overnight. It is a long-term journey involving corporate culture, organizational processes, business models, and personnel capabilities. It is a series of operations that focus on the future of digital economy, involve latest digital technologies and empower businesses.
LEADING DIGITAL SOLUTIONS IN THE ERA OF DIGITAL ECONOMY

Leading — Leadership of H3C

As the empowerment center for organizations to operate and develop efficiently in the digital era, the Digital Brain, is continuously driving the digital processes of various industries. In 2019, We officially launched “Digital Brain Project”. With the components of Digital Infrastructure, Business Empowerment Platform, Active Security and Unified Operation & Maintenance services collectively forming the Smart Digital Platform, and by joining hands with our ecosystem partners to co-innovate in smart applications, we and our partners jointly help customers from various industries to build digital brains in their respective domains.

To further help customers usher in the Smart-Volution era, we launched “Digital Brain Project 2020” this year, which is the concrete innovative implementation of H3C’s “AI in ALL” intelligence strategy. It involves the evolution of the original Business Empowerment Platform to the Cloud and Intelligence Platform, in efforts to build the a core engine for the Digital Brain. In addition, it enables users from various industries to embrace a new ubiquitous cloud and intelligence era with unified cloud computing and intelligent service capabilities.
As an industry leader in the provision of Digital Solutions, we provide our customers with innovative technologies and solutions adapting to the development of the digital economy, and are committed to becoming the most trusted partner of our customers in their quest for business innovation and digital transformation.

In the “4 + N” model of the digital brain, the “4” focus on our Smart Digital Platform, including Digital Infrastructure, Business Empowerment Platform, Active Security and Unified O&M Services that are necessary for Digital Transformation.

Smart Digital Platform

**Digital Infrastructure: evolving to embedded intelligence**

Integrating computing power and algorithms enables all infrastructure to have a complete set of AI service capabilities (including data, computing power and algorithms), which makes the equipment operation intelligent and provides the system with multiple AI capabilities.

**Cloud and Intelligence Platform: a core engine of the Digital Brain**

It is a further upgrade of the business empowerment platform in 2019. It consolidates technology, market, and service to provide multi-cloud, public cloud, private cloud and edge cloud services with global coverage, as well as full-stack intelligence capabilities such as middle platform for data, data engine, AI service, and IoT service.

**Active Security: AI-driven information protection**

The innovation of “active security + AI” comprehensively upgrades the abilities of "full-stack risk perception, security intention analysis, and cloud–network–terminal collaboration". The products include AI firewalls, situation awareness systems, classified protection 2.0 solutions, cloud security solutions, and data security solutions.

**Unified O & M Services: full-stack smart guarantee for IT environment**

It integrates the operation status data of software and hardware at all levels, establishes a smart, comprehensive, efficient security system, and automates collaborative management from an overall perspective, so as to improve the O&M efficiency and reduce labor costs.

---

**Five Fundamental Values of the Digital Brain**

- **Smart** - Smarter Business Decision-Making
- **Timely** - Faster Response to Business Needs
- **Agile** - More Agile Business Deployment
- **Reliable** - More Reliable Support to Business Development
- **Safe** - Safer Business Environment